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AGN and Environment Quenching
passive fraction vs stellar mass

passive fraction vs halo mass

Galaxy Formation in the Planck 
Cosmology IV; Henriques, White, 

Thomas, et al.; 2016, MNRAS 

data from Wetzel et al. 2012

higher quenched fractions for higher higher 
stellar masses and denser environments

- massive galaxies quenched due to AGN
- most low mass galaxies are star-forming centrals

- 40% of  low mass galaxies are satellites of  which 
~50% are quenched (20% quenched low mass)



AGN and Environment Quenching
passive fraction vs stellar mass

Galaxy Formation in the Planck Cosmology IV; 
Henriques, White, Thomas, et al.; 2016; MNRAS 

data from Peng et al. 2010

passive fraction vs local density



quenched fraction as a function of  
distance from group center

quenching times



Galaxy Formation in the Planck Cosmology IV; 
Henriques, White, Thomas, et al.; 2016; MNRAS 



Weinmann et al. 2006

Conformity

Calderon et al. 2017



Conformity

Knobel, Lilly, et al. 2015

All 5 properties matched!



SDSS - DR7



L-Galaxies, Henriques2015



Properties of  Massive Galaxies
More than 50% of  the stellar mass 

density at z=0 is in quenched galaxies

at z=2, 50% of  the massive 
galaxies are already quenched



Although it seems that inefficient cooling could be enough, there is much 
more mass to cool at high masses due to the efficient cooling in lower masses

Shock Heating (longer cooling times >1011.5M⊙)





also seen in Dubois et al. 2015 (Horizon-AGN) 
and Bower et al. 2017 (EAGLE)

Halos create a mass scale at which SN ejection becomes inefficient. This is 
followed by a period of  strong SF and BH growth and quenching shortly after.




